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MESSAGE
FROM OUR 
CHAIR
This is my last message to you as Chair of the SFP 
Board, as my tenure finishes at the end of 2023. 

My four years as Chair have been both rewarding and 
challenging. My term was unusual and unique, as it 
overlapped with the COVID pandemic. I found myself 
much more involved in the daily life of the organization 
than I would have been as Chair during a “normal” term. 
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Although SFP handled the disruption 
well, because we were already used 
to working remotely, we were faced 
with the challenge of quickly adapting 
our short-term strategy. In my weekly 
meetings with our CEO and COO, I 
appreciated the opportunity to be more 
hands-on than usual. 

During these years, we worked very 
hard to diversify the Board, and today 
we have a broad range of directors 
from industry, NGOs, and international 
organizations. We have also improved 
our gender and geographical balance. 
Yet, while we all come from different 
places and have different points of 
view, we are all working together 
toward our shared goal of 100-percent 
sustainable seafood. 

Achieving this goal requires 
collaboration with a diverse group of 
actors, from seafood buyers, suppliers, 
and processors, to small-scale and 
artisanal fishers, to governments, 
international organizations, 
universities, and other NGOs.

Coming from an industry background, I 
appreciate SFP’s view that the seafood 

industry should be seen as an ally, and 
that we can’t improve global practices 
if seafood companies are not very much 
involved in the process. 

Lots of companies say they are working 
on sustainability, though some companies 
are doing more than others. My 
perspective is that we should recognize 
those that are doing a lot, rather than 
shaming those who don’t do much. And, 
importantly, we need to demonstrate 
to all companies – not just the industry 
leaders – that sustainability provides an 
important commercial advantage and is 
worth investing in. 

That is what we are talking about 
in this report – how the business of 
sustainability is everyone’s business.

It is clear to me, based on my 
experiences at Davigel and SFP, that 
this is true, and that positive action 
on sustainability can indeed be a 
commercial advantage for a committed 
company. Davigel was awarded multiple 
contracts to supply seafood to institutions 
such as schools because of our 
achievements in sustainability, even 
when we were not the lowest bidder.

Through a corporate indexing system 
that showed our global level of 
sustainability and our progress year to 
year, Davigel was able to definitively 
show that we were committed to 
sustainability and had improved over 
the years, resulting in our winning those 
contracts that we might otherwise have 
lost out on.

Although I am stepping down as Chair 
later this year, this is not the end of my 
time with SFP. I still have one more year 
on my Board term, and I look forward 
to helping my successor transition into 
the role of Chair and continuing to work 
with the Board and SFP leadership on 
SFP’s next five-year strategy. The plans 
we set in the next year will shape the 
future of SFP through 2030. We have a 
lot of work to do, but I believe that our 
goal of 100-percent sustainable seafood 
is achievable if we all work together to 
ensure that everyone is in the business 
of sustainability. 

Jean-Louis Meuric
Dieppe, France
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MESSAGE
FROM OUR
At SFP, we want to see 100% of the world’s seafood be  
sustainable, as fast as possible.

When I started SFP in 2007, some groups were already recognizing 
the best fisheries, and recommending that folks buy from them, while 
other groups were working with good fisheries to make them even 
better. Both of these approaches relied on the expectation that other 
fisheries would choose to follow their examples.

But problem fisheries were stuck. Many couldn’t follow suit or respond 
to market demands for sustainability even if they wanted to, 
because of a range of tough problems, from opposing vested interests 
and lack of organization among fishers, to poor overall governance 
and inadequate funding and capacity among fisheries regulators. 

A new approach was urgently needed to actively help problem 
fisheries transition to sustainability. So, we chose to roll up our sleeves 
and help in two ways: First, we directly help specific fisheries fix 
specific critical problems. Second, we develop approaches that are 
replicable and have the potential to rapidly reach many more fisheries.

CEO
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The backbone of our approach is 
working with seafood supply chains, 
from retailers and restaurant chains to 
individual fishers and farmers around 
the world. Leadership by retailers, 
suppliers, and producers is critical to 
fixing stubborn problems in fisheries. 
Because seafood is one of the most 
traded commodities on the planet, 
seafood supply chains reach even the 
most remote fisheries, meaning that 
successes can be rapidly replicated by 
organizing and informing supply chains.

While we are constantly refining our 
strategy and approaches to achieve our 
ambition, we are always focused on 
engaging as many supply chains as we 
can and producing steady incremental 
continuous improvement in as many 
problem fisheries as possible.

You can read all about our latest 
strategies and progress in achieving 
these goals in the pages of this 
annual report. Importantly, these 
achievements would not be possible 
without the SFP team. Our talented 
staff, spread all around the world, bring 
a diversity of skills and backgrounds to 
get the job done. 

Our scientists systematically assess 
global fisheries and identify the issues 
that need to be fixed. Our technical, 
policy, and management experts work 
with local stakeholders to identify the 
most promising ways to address  
those problems, and then help local 
leaders organize and implement 
improvement activities. 

Our supply chain team convenes the 
main suppliers buying from each fishery 
and works to align them to better 
support local improvement efforts. 
Our markets team works with major 
buyers to maximize their impact and 
ensure their suppliers are actively 
participating in and contributing to 
improvement efforts. 

And our business services staff ensure 
our evaluations, improvement advice, 
and information on supplier actions 
are synthesized and communicated 
efficiently to the executives overseeing 
responsible procurement, sustainability 
programs, due diligence and 
compliance, brand development, 
and consumer marketing. 

Finally, our communications and 
special initiatives teams address 
particularly challenging issues and 
advance our work by raising awareness 
and creating urgency for action, 
securing commitments, and increasing 
critical capacity.

The talent and diversity of our staff is 
complemented by that of our Board. 
In his message on the previous pages, 
SFP’s Board Chair Jean-Louis Meuric 
describes the work he leads and the 
efforts taken to ensure our Board has 
the diversity it needs to effectively 
oversee and steer SFP. We have 
benefited greatly from Jean-Louis’ 
leadership on the Board; he has been 
a great partner in refining SFP and 
increasing our impact. 

I thank the SFP team, our Board 
Chair, and all of SFP’s volunteer Board 
members, for their hard work, critical 
thinking, and good humor. Merci 
beaucoup pour tout, Jean-Louis  
and team!

Jim Cannon
Honolulu, Hawaii
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We engage retailers, brands, and foodservice 
companies to lead and drive actions through 
their seafood supply chains to: 

     Rebuild depleted fish stocks

     Reduce the environmental impacts of fishing  
     and fish farming

     Protect ocean biodiversity

     Address social issues in fishing

     Advance economic opportunities for fishers  
     and their communities worldwide.

Sustainable Fisheries 
Partnership (SFP)
is working toward a world where 

the oceans are healthy and abundant, 
with sustainable and secure 

seafood supplies and a thriving and 
responsible seafood economy.
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At SFP, we believe that the private 
sector is an important ally in marine 

conservation. Seafood production 
should address a broad vision of 

sustainability. This starts with 
healthy fishery resources, but 
then includes protecting and 
restoring marine ecosystems, 
building resilient and 
robust fishing and coastal 
communities, and ensuring 
effective governance and 
management. 

SFP works with major retailers, 
brands, and seafood companies 

toward responsible seafood 
production throughout the entire 

supply chain for wild-caught and 
farmed products.  

How business and 
the seafood industry 
can drive seafood 
sustainability   
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Priorities for Fisheries Improvement

     Ensuring sustainable catch levels and stock  
     management 
     Reducing bycatch of endangered, threatened, and   
     protected species  
     Promoting effective co-management in small-scale  
     fisheries 
     Reducing illegal, unreported, and unregulated    
     (IUU) fishing. 

We seek to create healthy and robust fisheries and fishing 
communities to withstand the changes and effects of 
climate change. 

In aquaculture, we are leading science, policy, and 
governance initiatives to advance and establish  
landscape-based management and improvement  
efforts to protect and regenerate habitat, improve quality 
and safety for farms and farmed products, and address 
climate change. 

What is a Fishery 
Improvement Project (FIP)?  

Fishery improvement projects 
(FIPs) bring together retailers, 
processors, producers, and fishers 
to demand and leverage better 
management of marine resources, 
by identifying environmental issues 
and implementing priority actions 
to address the root causes of fishery 
depletion. Today more than half of 
the world’s FIPs are industry-led. 

What is an Aquaculture 
Improvement Project (AIP)? 

Aquaculture improvement projects 
(AIPs) bring stakeholders together to 
address environmental challenges, 
using the seafood industry to 
incentivize improvements and make 
these improvements endure through 
policy change.
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PARTNERSHIPS
SFP’s partnerships are vital to our ongoing mission of  
building a more sustainable global seafood industry.  
Our partners include many of the world’s biggest 
retailers, restaurants, and brands. 

SFP’s partners actively drive change in fisheries 
and aquaculture by using their leverage to mobilize 
improvements within their supply chains. Our partners 
require their supply chains – from suppliers down to 
fishers and fish farmers – to both initiate and participate 
in fishery and aquaculture improvement efforts. 
They also ask their suppliers to join Supply Chain 
Roundtables (SRs) and other pre-competitive efforts to 
amplify change across sectors, countries, and regions, 
and to be leaders in improving fisheries globally.
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“Through our long partnership with SFP, we have been 
able to meet our seafood sustainability commitments and 
positively influence whitefish fisheries around the world.”

– McDonald’s Corporation

“Fish is a key ingredient in many of our pet food products, and pet owners 
are increasingly interested in knowing where their pets’ food is sourced. 

We work with SFP to ensure our seafood is sustainable, responsibly 
sourced, and continually improving, to allow us and our customers to 

make more informed decisions for their pets and the planet.”

– Nestlé Purina

“

”
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Does your company have an interest in 
improving sustainable seafood sourcing? 

Do you know of a fishery or aquaculture 
operation that might benefit from an 
improvement project?

Our partnerships with industry leaders 
are vital to our ongoing mission of 
building a more sustainable global 
seafood industry. SFP partners share 
our interest in long-term seafood 
sustainability, are committed to the 
continuous improvement of fisheries 
and fish farms, and encourage supplier 
participation in our Supply Chain 
Roundtables. 

SFP partner companies have access 
to resources to support their 

commitments, including SFP’s Seafood 
Metrics system to assess supply chain 

risks and track sustainability progress, as 
well as partner-only briefings, webinars, 

forums, and key opportunities to network 
with industry through leaders.

Contact us at info@sustainablefish.org. 
We look forward to hearing from you.

PARTNER
WITH SFP
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Aldi Nord
Aldi South
Asda
Auchan Retail Spain
Beacon Fisheries
Beaver Street Fisheries
Comptoirs Oceanique
Congalsa
Cooperative Food UK
Disney Parks, Experiences, and Products
Fortune International
Frinsa
Giant Eagle
Grupo Profand
High Liner
McDonald’s
Meijer
Migros

Morrison’s
Nestlé Purina
Nueva Pescanova
Publix
Sainsbury’s
Sam’s Club
Seattle Fish Company
Super Indo
Sysco France
Tesco
Thai Union Group
Union Martin
US Foods
Walmart Canada
Walmart Chile
Walmart Mexico & Central America
Walmart US

SFP PARTNERS
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Our Supply Chain Roundtables (SRs) bring together 
major buyers and importers of seafood in a particular 
sector. SR participants work together pre-competitively 
to scale-up individual fishery or aquaculture 
improvement efforts and jointly advocate for better 
fisheries policy and management with governments, 
regulators, and resource managers.

SRs educate, inform, and mobilize companies to drive 
changes and improvements across an entire sector. 
Participating companies work together to initiate and  
monitor multiple FIPs, maximizing efficiency and avoiding 
duplication of effort. 

SFP works with SR participants to identify common  
needs in different fisheries within a single sector, set 
priorities for action, gather and disseminate information, 
and recruit new participants. Each SR has its own focus 
and goals, depending on the unique needs of that sector.

SUPPLY CHAIN 
ROUNDTABLES
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Industry leadership of SRs
While SFP created the SR model and continues to actively 

coordinate their activities, we have been working with 
participants to increase industry leadership and funding 

of the roundtables. Each SR elects an industry chair, who 
works closely with the SFP lead to set priorities, drive 
progress, recruit participants, and raise funds.

Current Industry Chairs
     Asian Farmed Shrimp SR: Blake Stok, Thai Union
     Global Mahi SR: Santiago Alvarez, Alfa Gamma Group
     Global Roundtable on Marine Ingredients: Árni Mathiesen,  
     former Assistant Director-General and Head of the Fisheries and 
     Aquaculture Department, UN Food & Agriculture Organization
     Global Squid SR: Sarah Hussey, Seafresh Group; Stefano Pagliai, Panapesca
     Indonesian Snapper and Grouper SR: Casey Marion, Beaver Street Fisheries
     Mexican Snapper and Grouper SR: Tim Lycke, Incredible Fish
     US Gulf of Mexico Shrimp SR: Reese Antley, Wood’s Fisheries

17



Join a Supply Chain Roundtable
Participating in an SFP Supply Chain Roundtable (SR) can help your company or your suppliers increase their impact 
through the collective leverage of multiple companies seeking to advance sustainability in a specific seafood sector.
 
Contact us at info@sustainablefish.org for more information on joining an SR.

Benefits of SR Participation
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U.S. Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery enters 
certification process
Industry participation and leadership was pivotal in a multi-year, multi-stakeholder 
process to improve the sustainability of the U.S. Gulf of Mexico shrimp fishery. 

In May 2023, the American Shrimp Processors Association announced that it 
entered the fishery into sustainability assessments under the Marine Stewardship 
Council (MSC) and Certified Seafood Collaborative (CSC) Responsible Fisheries 
Management (RFM) certification programs, two of the world’s leading wild fishery 
sustainability standards. 

Entry into these certifications represents important progress in efforts to resolve 
challenges in the fishery – including high rates of bycatch and interaction with 
seafloor habitat – that began 15 years ago with FIPs initiated by SFP. Subsequent 
FIP launches, coordination, and shrimp fishery research were supported by the 
Audubon Nature Institute and Texas Sea Grant. Throughout the process, the shrimp 
industry, management agencies, and NGOs worked closely together to help the 
fishery reach this milestone.

Beginning in 2014, SFP initiated transition of the individual state-specific FIPs to 
industry leadership, to enable focus on local issues. SFP now facilitates the U.S. 
Gulf of Mexico Shrimp Supply Chain Roundtable, which brings together leading 
shrimp processors and distributors in a pre-competitive environment to address 
overarching issues across the Gulf of Mexico. Since 2021, SFP’s work on Gulf shrimp 
has been funded by the SR participants.
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SEAFOOD 
SHOWS

In 2022 and early 2023, we significantly 
increased our participation in the Seafood 
Expos in North America and Europe, and 
made our first appearance at the Expo in 
Asia. We had bigger booths and a larger 
presence at the shows, led conference 
panels, hosted events and Supply Chain 
Roundtable meetings, opened our space 
to colleagues and collaborators to present, 
and provided a nexus for sustainability at 
the events.
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SFP Global Policy 
Director Brad Spear 
at an SFP-hosted 
workshop on seafood 
sustainability that 
included speakers  
from Thai Union, 
Seafood Legacy, 
SeaTrace International, 
Meloy Fund, Global 
Seafood Alliance,  
and MarinTrust.

These connections are key 
for expanding our efforts 
into Asia, which, as both an 
end market and producing 
region, is vital for achieving 
sustainable seafood. SFP’s 
work in North America, 
Europe, and other markets 
has led to important 
sustainability progress.  
But reaching the fisheries 
where those markets have 
less leverage requires 
working with the Asian 
buying market.

Sustainability was high on the agenda in Singapore. 
The SFP team met with buyers and suppliers from 
the Asia region and NGOs that are working on 
similar issues, such as IUU fishing. September 14-16, 2022, Singapore
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At our Bycatch Solutions 
Showcase, retailers and 
suppliers connect with gear 
manufacturers, fishers, and 
representatives from U.S. 
and Canadian gear-lending 
libraries to learn about 
ropeless, or on-demand, 
gear that can reduce whale 
entanglements while still 
allowing fishing to continue.

SFP, Thai Union, and Key 
Traceability host a panel on 
how the seafood industry 
can help endangered species, 
highlighting Thai Union’s 
new commitment to only 
source from vessels that 
implement best practices 
to protect ocean wildlife.

(L-R) SFP Biodiversity and Nature 
Director Kathryn Novak, Key 
Traceability Director Iain Pollard, Thai 
Union Group Director for Sustainability 
Adam Brennan, and SFP Chief 
Executive Officer Jim Cannon.

SFP’s centrally located booth was a key 
destination for sustainability at the Expo.

March 12-14, 2023, Boston, Massachusetts, USA
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SFP and seafood industry leaders 
announce pilot projects companies 
are championing through an SFP-led 
project to test the use of universal 
fishery IDs, supported by the United 
Nations Development Programme 
Ocean Innovation Challenge.

(L-R) Jason Berryhill of Wholechain; Guy Pizzuti, 
business development director for seafood, Publix 
Super Markets; Brad Spear, global policy director, 
SFP; Jim Cannon, chief executive officer, SFP; Bill 
DiMento, vice president of corporate sustainability, 
High Liner Foods; and Blake Stok, director of 
sustainability, Thai Union North America.

Representatives of 
the fisher-led Ecuador 
mahi-mahi (ASOAMAN) 
fishery improvement 
project (FIP), before 
presenting to the 
Global Mahi Supply 
Chain Roundtable.

Pacific Coral and Fortune 
Fish & Gourmet featuring 
Proud to Work with SFP signs.
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SFP’s Kathryn Novak 
is joined by Tracy 
Murai of Thai Union 
and Nicola Bedding of 
Purina Europe for the 
official launch of our 
Bycatch Solutions Hub.

Thai Union is the first 
company to sign SFP’s 
Protecting Ocean Wildlife 
Pledge, committing to 
reduce marine wildlife 
bycatch in commercial 
fisheries through adoption 
of best practices and 
continuous supply chain 
improvements.

SFP Biodiversity and Nature Director 
Kathryn Novak and Thai Union Group 
Director, Sustainability, Adam Brennan.

SFP’s stand at the Expo was a hub for meetings, 
events, and conversations about sustainability.

April 25-27, 2023, Barcelona, Spain
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SFP and the Aquaculture Stewardship 
Council (ASC) sign an MoU to collaborate 
on sustainable aquaculture production and 
practices around the world.

Chief Executive Officers Jim Cannon (SFP, left) and Chris Ninnes 
(ASC, right).

Mauritanian octopus 
fishery stakeholders 
sign an MoU to establish 
a fishery improvement 
project (FIP). SFP’s 
Global Octopus Supply 
Chain Roundtable, led by 
Carmen González-Vallés 
(in yellow), has been 
supporting the FIP 
development.

SFP Program Director Dave Martin 
(second from left) on a panel about 
marine ingredients and multispecies 
fisheries.

SFP CEO Jim Cannon moderates a 
panel on how seafood sourcing data 
is integral to sustainability and can  
drive consumer interest for retailers 
and seafood companies.

(L-R) Cannon, SFP Advisory Services Sales Director 
Mercedes Mendoza, Nicole Fischer of Micarna SA,  
and Wenche Grønbrekk of SeaBOS.

Congalsa featuring Proud 
to Work with SFP sign.
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SFP’s science and tools  
power sustainable seafood 
around the world

Today, you can walk into many grocery 
stores and find sustainable seafood  
for sale at the fish counter. Many 
retailers have their own ratings systems 
to demonstrate the sustainability of 
their products.

But where does that seafood come 
from? How does the retailer know it is 
purchasing sustainable products?  
And how can consumers be sure it’s 
really sustainable? 
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SFP’s science and tools provide the foundation for the
seafood industry to understand, identify, source, and

market sustainable seafood to consumers around the world. 

FishSource, our public, 
online resource, offers 
timely, impartial, and 

actionable information 
on thousands of fisheries 

and dozens of aquaculture 
regions, and the 

improvements they need 
to become sustainable. 

Our Seafood Metrics 
system uses data from 
FishSource to provide 

companies with a 
customized analysis of 

their seafood portfolios, 
allowing them to more 

fully understand the level 
of sustainability in their 
wild-caught and farmed 
seafood source fisheries. 

Our Ocean Disclosure 
Project (ODP) enables 

companies to be publicly 
transparent and back up 

their sustainability claims 
by disclosing the sourcing 
and sustainability status of 

their seafood products. 
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Before we developed these tools, there was little easily accessible
information for the seafood industry to understand the sustainability
of their supply.

SFP’s resources help industry and other stakeholders identify which
fisheries and aquaculture regions are doing well in terms of
sustainability, which are in trouble, and which are the most significant,
both in terms of markets and conservation. This, in turn, can help determine 
where to focus improvement efforts and what approaches to use. 

Our system of continuous evaluation and assessment allows companies to adapt
their strategies and evolve based on up-to-date and relevant information and results,
and to confidently communicate progress on their commitments to consumers 
and others interested in sustainability. SFP’s systems provide the support and 
data for many of the sustainable seafood programs offered by major retailers.

Our current work on universal fishery IDs (see page 36) is adding additional detail 
to this world of information and an extra level of certainty in identifying source 
fisheries, through a standardized system of fisheries identification for use by all 
stakeholders. 
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HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY, 
FISHSOURCE
In 2022, FishSource celebrated 
15 years of helping users identify 
the most urgent issues in their 
source fisheries, evaluate the 
sustainability of their supply, and 
understand where improvements 
are needed.
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Ocean 
Disclosure 
Project 
participation 
remains strong
In February 2023, Good 
Chop, a US-based meat and 
seafood subscription service, 
began disclosing its seafood 
sources through the Ocean 
Disclosure Project, bringing total 
participation to 41 companies.
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Information to improve FIP performance
Work by SFP’s Science Team is increasing the availability and quality of information on 
the performance of fishery improvement projects (FIPs). This helps improve FIP design, 
implementation, and management, and ultimately leads to improvements on the water. 

     Each year, SFP and the Hilborn Lab at  
     the University of Washington release  
     an updated version of our Fishery 
     Improvement Projects Database  
     (FIP-DB), to help users understand  
     the influence of external factors on 
     FIP performance and success. The  
     2022 version of the database featured 
     historical time series data on all 300  
     FIPs that have been initiated to date. 

     SFP’s Science Team published a paper in Marine Biology Research, offering  
     recommendations for how FIP implementers and stakeholders can better address  
     bycatch of endangered, threatened, and protected (ETP) species through improved  
     mitigation, monitoring, and stakeholder engagement.

     Our FIP Evaluation Team tracks FIP progress via a monthly ratings report, and  
     continues to increase transparency of these metrics. FIP trackers containing detailed  
     information on FIP progress, including the stages of the FIP and the latest results, are  
     now directly accessible for all individual FIPs through the Improvement Projects tab  
     on FishSource.
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https://u14026337.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=YhU4Z6GZlKccgndaThM5yVupfRu1dweVpLviKSzAc7gLAKjDOETMFoc7QE-2B1azzh-2FSG7Gkqk0rLgdCnDhUenSgzXijS8qWuAw2mcW8L7hHaM2GAaM16vHT6vLXRzSFQYHsJCmGqv-2F83m4UNaeHwF-2ByofGDVfmRCKOi7k1unCqTxyxjzrzMt5rdH-2B-2F-2BspJ7hLt-2FGp9t7jXKPObTH3WWjBhQ-3D-3DXkjk_N7T8OH07P0s1CX14q3BDb93e804giLKxO3GuuZ03nlPJSUsnfsYreZlBYIuwXTbO9ESDaI-2B8Lyss7pL8qxYkAJ88TPas-2BZluV-2BFEC787K7RgLVTv1CxTV06dyttHSjS0u0IC6bi1su0rvDo6nPfGMU3HcdQrUEIWG57ZH1iuzfvVDy-2F9uj2WusEVvuUulzGpggA-2FFb08nif0x2DCO-2Fr5eW48sQKtRLdq-2FHKnTKNSXCjjoQmFmJv3Wd-2FMXV8D2ttYctxdO7iQVAbt5Lxc-2FLTHjHohGbBi0oi9d7skMmYpCaKYcJScOB8TkWcHFzTT-2F0TETP-2FUyp-2BfRN2aeJ9JgosPsx1-2B2Wb0b-2FHEEamSwwTQsJxy-2FVPqOEpb6EBNDMaulL7j0d5Wld3CLeggqGr7hBRlnRn5JZgFDHrtf0OJrTccQH8ye9U8767wUypSHPnAWFlU-2Ff8c-2FQmjsz2eevprIGftnFjkRZtfZCAnfkIQsyDyZUlqjSXG78gW-2BQiSaezX-2BWLEu06q59iGACxQUDHDQLs-2BuTO5ifzuhxBcMiZg1gxXjBTrN-2Fk3inmHKjxB8PlTfwxVJ-2B79ax6NM2ese-2F1gVmeLvQhiF061SCyA8XqIXu6-2Fe6Um-2FaohePK-2F8kooUcTgWaLbtDJO9rTgXq7HFUA0wUGaS9oQ-2FhBvzNuCYROEFk1riJwSxHe71neDtHdhIdkcLDX-2Bm5h-2FSbT59Cv2bICHLpsI-2B9aRZOfc8Op56YnP17Mp7-2FTNIaM-2BwDp8KnPsiqsW61AaC0KbxaaqWeQhXY-2FDX9cJdXmmcJUMoUmE-2BKt8Ts96o9cLeh4FCFocvWn-2Fe4LzA3r3IVxswwUdUO-2FdLLA3rZZ9MvepS5vUQtR9g5-2BbD1P77rzF65zLKLFnvUy2boK6BX4e3ig7PdAQqYgFvhMeHOAkFSq1UGqsx2XODY9zcvKCVyzY4oBIi90rALxxpkCVzqgMo4dw2idh0wk-2FvDB8-2Bx8fKS3vUPEYWVztB8KrlUDbXyJ9hio-2Fj3LyDv6wEvcnBHuH
https://u14026337.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=YhU4Z6GZlKccgndaThM5yVupfRu1dweVpLviKSzAc7gLAKjDOETMFoc7QE-2B1azzh-2FSG7Gkqk0rLgdCnDhUenSgzXijS8qWuAw2mcW8L7hHaM2GAaM16vHT6vLXRzSFQYHsJCmGqv-2F83m4UNaeHwF-2ByofGDVfmRCKOi7k1unCqTxyxjzrzMt5rdH-2B-2F-2BspJ7hLt-2FGp9t7jXKPObTH3WWjBhQ-3D-3DXkjk_N7T8OH07P0s1CX14q3BDb93e804giLKxO3GuuZ03nlPJSUsnfsYreZlBYIuwXTbO9ESDaI-2B8Lyss7pL8qxYkAJ88TPas-2BZluV-2BFEC787K7RgLVTv1CxTV06dyttHSjS0u0IC6bi1su0rvDo6nPfGMU3HcdQrUEIWG57ZH1iuzfvVDy-2F9uj2WusEVvuUulzGpggA-2FFb08nif0x2DCO-2Fr5eW48sQKtRLdq-2FHKnTKNSXCjjoQmFmJv3Wd-2FMXV8D2ttYctxdO7iQVAbt5Lxc-2FLTHjHohGbBi0oi9d7skMmYpCaKYcJScOB8TkWcHFzTT-2F0TETP-2FUyp-2BfRN2aeJ9JgosPsx1-2B2Wb0b-2FHEEamSwwTQsJxy-2FVPqOEpb6EBNDMaulL7j0d5Wld3CLeggqGr7hBRlnRn5JZgFDHrtf0OJrTccQH8ye9U8767wUypSHPnAWFlU-2Ff8c-2FQmjsz2eevprIGftnFjkRZtfZCAnfkIQsyDyZUlqjSXG78gW-2BQiSaezX-2BWLEu06q59iGACxQUDHDQLs-2BuTO5ifzuhxBcMiZg1gxXjBTrN-2Fk3inmHKjxB8PlTfwxVJ-2B79ax6NM2ese-2F1gVmeLvQhiF061SCyA8XqIXu6-2Fe6Um-2FaohePK-2F8kooUcTgWaLbtDJO9rTgXq7HFUA0wUGaS9oQ-2FhBvzNuCYROEFk1riJwSxHe71neDtHdhIdkcLDX-2Bm5h-2FSbT59Cv2bICHLpsI-2B9aRZOfc8Op56YnP17Mp7-2FTNIaM-2BwDp8KnPsiqsW61AaC0KbxaaqWeQhXY-2FDX9cJdXmmcJUMoUmE-2BKt8Ts96o9cLeh4FCFocvWn-2Fe4LzA3r3IVxswwUdUO-2FdLLA3rZZ9MvepS5vUQtR9g5-2BbD1P77rzF65zLKLFnvUy2boK6BX4e3ig7PdAQqYgFvhMeHOAkFSq1UGqsx2XODY9zcvKCVyzY4oBIi90rALxxpkCVzqgMo4dw2idh0wk-2FvDB8-2Bx8fKS3vUPEYWVztB8KrlUDbXyJ9hio-2Fj3LyDv6wEvcnBHuH
https://u14026337.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=YhU4Z6GZlKccgndaThM5ySE8mDF-2BAxnJVN7-2BCQiGpMhYgWUvuV9na4Jt0Gpv-2BE9eKDDTLthOaWgkV2-2FKyQd-2B0McUTf00p5tFbKYsEM-2BxTA8-3DrGbt_N7T8OH07P0s1CX14q3BDb93e804giLKxO3GuuZ03nlPJSUsnfsYreZlBYIuwXTbO9ESDaI-2B8Lyss7pL8qxYkAJ88TPas-2BZluV-2BFEC787K7RgLVTv1CxTV06dyttHSjS0u0IC6bi1su0rvDo6nPfGMd5MyvRHwfaVG9rr-2Bg6szHDQKdTZ4spYaHnxKZHQhxugA61wTHrN3GWlGr7pGWHxSCiraG-2BiCH5MGhMZUDHJm6MWb99k-2BGAYLRUtfMN1SQtUe9zOe-2F3BKxjuCFsuXRKGxrDlXvfZO3U7Vd0YlTn5dWYZQQr0CPUZk-2FRLD-2BW8XsN34htravOkodRF-2BZvT95yA5ks6e-2BI-2F7wOEjHPEG6K-2F09rv-2BPHn64yMMxIent5SXv-2BaKPzMHUxr2JHmb2iZA43SG7kOXG1L-2Fkaqly9zopSBban7dQiiG8gwgP3W2dg5hT4NuXiuax8ksZVZ7gQ7lReHtqez2EGz7uSRAoG16rbL5SJObIIT36PApsBNaXVLPIyRQABvFh-2FKsJ0SrtMcyRhMN-2BQSTFahf4zVLygTg86W17c0a9o5dLSgJWZwRrP7JzrqdmHgFWb8WQ1GH3E0alHENCaRz-2FLiOGdHn2BtLuxtG0cKVEY-2B5xNFXW4mpvFCE9Y9CQzKulpd4RIAiQxHcp7egHFGPQzMbHTZkkttks11dU0GtC0I0ldpiZNDiL5imWxaEGEXhPtLvEQVk7zwYaWzgF3iTT3n-2B-2BbNDtVk9Auiro9MLdwTmivDvdr6ZJzCL-2BLkDX0S-2FatJpnrey0-2FtMqN6ZUAQwRmpq5Muctg5g3VcfHdPbXnFl68V-2B8uSuIWw4k913spWh5fxRnpzocboWDwz-2F3VELrvE3W5QfD7CkK1jp-2FI9b1AUuZ4EHx7zl3oEUXrnDSFJpHkyuqbUx29VdnAe4-2B1kYqsfv4Rr6683hvYhGUngrkc1vI8IxsyM6VRCEoeCCgBo9blBl0Qc-2B6NpsY7AiHWcmMp0KMc-2BiZG6O8bjHAy0QdTFdY8ZYx5qid5Xrx6w
https://sustainablefish.org/tools-science-services/fip-evaluation-program/sfp-monthly-fip-ratings-reports/


Sector Sustainability Updates focus 
industry engagement
Our Science and M&E teams publish regular updates on progress in key 
global seafood sectors, reviewing recent successes and setbacks, and 
highlighting the areas that require attention from the seafood industry 
and policymakers. 

SFP’s Target 75 (T75) initiative aims to ensure that 75 percent of 
seafood (by volume) in 13 key sectors is either sustainable or making 
regular, verifiable improvements. T75 has become a common goal 
for the seafood industry and their commitments, bringing them 
together to create the large-scale change and momentum needed 
to achieve global seafood sustainability.   

     We published 12 revised and revamped T75 Sector Sustainability  
     Updates in 2022, providing summary updates on progress against  
     the 75-percent goal, along with highlights on the most recent trends  
     in production and trade.

     The 13th edition of our sustainability overview of reduction  
     fisheries (Part 1, Part 2) calls for expanded industry engagement in  
     improvements, highlights the need to better understand the impacts  
     of reduction fisheries on non-target species, and draws attention to  
     potential impacts of climate change on low-trophic-level fisheries  
     and the role these fisheries play in the carbon cycle. 
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https://sustainablefish.org/impact-initiatives/target-75/sector-sustainability-updates/
https://sustainablefish.org/impact-initiatives/target-75/sector-sustainability-updates/
https://heyzine.com/flip-book/4e369e2e11.html
https://heyzine.com/flip-book/885cfe24b4.html


Universal Fishery IDs
SFP’s work on universal fishery IDs helps to remove uncertainty about source fisheries 
and strengthen traceability for industry, governments, NGOs, and other stakeholders.  

The need for reliable information about where their seafood comes from is a major 
challenge for companies that want to avoid sourcing illegal, unregulated, and unreported 

(IUU) seafood, as well as for the governments that want to regulate this activity.
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The UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) is 
hosting the fishery-specific identifiers used in FishSource, 
SFP’s one-of-a-kind online resource for fishery 
information, to establish unique, standardized IDs for all 
of the world’s major fisheries within FAO’s Global Record 
of Stocks and Fisheries (GRSF). The fishery IDs will be 
publicly available and will help ensure that data, reporting, 
evaluations, and discussions across industry, governments, 
NGOs, and others will refer to the same stocks and 
fisheries along a transparent seafood value chain.

In recognition of our work on universal fishery IDs,  
SFP was named an ocean innovator by the United 
Nations Development Programme (UNDP). With support 
from the UNDP Ocean Innovation Challenge, SFP is 
testing the IDs in a small-scale blue swimming crab 
fishery in the Philippines, supported by our partners  
Thai Union and Publix. The pilot project will help 
determine how best to deploy the IDs to the rest of  
the global seafood industry and stakeholders. 
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https://sustainablefish.org/impact-initiatives/improving-fisheries-management/universal-fishery-ids/
https://www.undp.org/press-releases/undp-launches-second-cohort-ocean-innovators


Small-scale fisheries and co-management 
Some of the most significant commercial fisheries 
in the world – including mahi, snapper and grouper, 
blue swimming crab, and octopus – are principally 
fished by small-scale and artisanal fishers. But 
historically, many of these fisheries lack adequate 
science and management support, putting the 
livelihoods of millions of people at risk and 
threatening the health of the marine environment. 
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Many of these fishers lack legal rights and are not engaged in the governance of the fisheries, leaving them 
marginalized and excluded from decision-making processes. This not only threatens their advancement toward 
improved well-being, it means that their product could be considered illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU). 

SFP’s work focuses on building the enabling conditions for positive change in fisheries governance and the 
achievement of fairer distribution of benefits through effective co-management of fisheries. 

Co-management is a partnership approach, where government and the fishery resource users share the responsibility 
and authority for the management of a fishery, based on collaboration between themselves and with other 
stakeholders. Effective participation of small-scale fishers leads to better management policy, tangible social 
benefits, and, ultimately, greater success of fishery improvement efforts. 

To begin with, SFP is targeting retailers, foodservice companies, and other seafood suppliers to 
ensure that the fishers in their source fisheries have legal fishing rights. This not only helps 
the fishers, it also benefits companies through assured supply and consistent product quality, 
an opportunity to demonstrate responsible business practices and meet ESG requirements, 
and reduced exposure to legal, investment, and reputational risks from buying IUU products. 
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https://sustainablefish.org/impact-initiatives/supporting-small-scale-fisheries/co-management-in-small-scale-fisheries/
https://sustainablefish.org/impact-initiatives/supporting-small-scale-fisheries/ensuring-legal-fishing-rights-for-fishers/


Empowering small-scale fishers through fisher 
registration in Peru
In May 2023, the government of Peru issued a historic 
decree that removed the barriers for more than 900 
artisanal vessels in fishing cooperatives to be able to 
operate legally in Peruvian waters, clearing the way for 
full formalization of the entire artisanal fleet.

This victory and other key policy reforms over the past few years are the 
direct result of an unprecedented alignment of the entire squid supply 
chain, from fishers to retail buyers, around the need to promote legal 
fishing rights for the artisanal fleet. Critical to this achievement was the 
work in-country by SFP-supported organizations including CAPECAL (the 
Peruvian Chamber for Jumbo Flying Squid), which represents processing 
plants, and SONAPESCAL (the Peruvian Artisanal Fishing Society), which 
represents boat owners. SFP works closely with these organizations, 
providing technical advice and support.
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https://sustainablefish.org/press-release/historical-achievement-will-enable-930-mahi-mahi-and-squid-artisanal-vessels-to-operate-legally-in-peruvian-waters/
https://sustainablefish.org/press-release/historical-achievement-will-enable-930-mahi-mahi-and-squid-artisanal-vessels-to-operate-legally-in-peruvian-waters/


Transforming seafood markets in the Global South
Transforming regional and domestic markets in the Global South will be 
critical to SFP’s goal of 100% sustainable seafood and a responsible, thriving 
fishing economy. These markets not only ensure food security, but also 
support the livelihoods of millions of people. 

In contrast to the Global North, where seafood is a culinary specialty, seafood 
is a staple in the Global South. Furthermore, Global South fisheries, especially 
artisanal and small-scale fisheries, face challenges arising from governance 
gaps and the resulting lack of state resources to provide adequate science, 
management, and enforcement services. These compounded challenges 
require tailored solutions.

To this end, SFP developed Better Seafood Philippines (BSP), as a project 
under the USAID FishRight program. BSP aims to improve the environmental 
performance of local fisheries and safeguard the livelihoods of fishing-dependent 
communities through the development of a responsible seafood sourcing 
standard and engagement of domestic retailers in adopting the standard. 

Through BSP, major Philippine companies and brands have committed to adopt 
and utilize the principles of the program, and industry leaders are actively sharing 
their experiences with integrating responsible sourcing practices into their supply 
chains. BSP is now in the process of becoming an independent, Philippines-
registered NGO, and will continue to work with seafood supply chains.
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https://sustainablefish.org/impact-initiatives/supporting-small-scale-fisheries/better-seafood-philippines/


Through our Protecting Ocean Wildlife initiative, SFP is working 
with stakeholders throughout the seafood supply chain to reduce 

bycatch of endangered, threatened, and protected (ETP) species,  
such as sharks, sea turtles, marine mammals, and sea birds, in 

commercial fisheries.

As the impact of ETP bycatch in fisheries is better understood, it has become 
an increasingly important component of seafood sourcing. But a major 

obstacle to industry action has been limited and fragmented information on 
what is being done to address bycatch and how seafood companies can support 

these efforts. 
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these efforts. 
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Companies want to help fix the problem, but they don’t 
know where to focus or what to do to find solutions.

SFP’s tools and resources remove this obstacle, and use the 
power and leverage of the world’s largest seafood retailers 
and suppliers to make improvements in their supply chains, 
all the way to the fishers on the water. 

Since we began our bycatch work, we have seen 
ambitious commitments and concrete progress from 
our partners in reducing bycatch.

The scale and influence of these companies 
means that their actions are potentially 
transformative for ocean conservation 
and sustainable seafood.
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A first challenge for seafood 
companies in taking action 
is understanding the risks of 
wildlife interaction in their 
seafood supply chains. Our 

ETP bycatch audits, conducted 
in collaboration with Birdlife 

International and Whale and 
Dolphin Conservation, help 

retailers and brands assess the 
risks to endangered, threatened, 

and protected (ETP) species in 
the fisheries that supply them with 

seafood. These audits identify the areas 
where a company, based on its specific 

seafood sourcing, can have the greatest 
impact by advancing improvements to 

reduce ocean wildlife bycatch.

This year, SFP completed new audits for UK 
retailers Co-op and Tesco, US supermarket 

company Publix, and Thai Union, the world’s  
third-largest seafood company. 
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Once the risks are 
identified, a next 
question becomes 
how to fix the 
problem. SFP’s 
online, interactive 
Solve My Bycatch 
Problem tool 
allows users to 

evaluate different methods to reduce wildlife bycatch, 
based on their effectiveness, ease of implementation, and 

cost. At launch, the tool focused on tuna longline fisheries, 
and has now been expanded to include pot and trap fisheries.

For the past two years at Seafood Expo North America in Boston, 
we have hosted a Bycatch Solutions Showcase to connect 

retailers and suppliers with manufacturers of ropeless/on-demand 
fishing gear, fishers who have piloted the gear, and representatives 

from gear-lending libraries in the US and Canada.

While industry efforts are vital to changing practices and reducing bycatch 
impacts, achieving lasting change requires effective fisheries governance  

and management. 
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In 2022, we launched a collaboration with  
the Global Tuna Alliance (GTA) to more 
efficiently focus our efforts in tuna fisheries. 
SFP will focus on reducing the bycatch of ETP 
species in tuna fisheries, while GTA will support 
companies in policy advocacy with regional 
fisheries management organizations. 

A key barrier to widespread 
implementation of bycatch 
solutions is that it requires time 
and money that many fishers 
cannot afford. To reduce this 
barrier, SFP created the Bycatch 
Solutions Hub, a web-based platform to connect 
retailers and businesses that want to financially 
support projects with organizations capable of 
implementing in-the-water solutions. 

Designed in conjunction with founding 
sponsor Purina Europe, the Hub is a 
first-of-its-kind service for the seafood 
industry, demonstrating industry-led 
adoption of best practices and the 
use of technology and innovation 
to protect ocean wildlife.
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Putting it all together:
Thai Union’s evolving commitment to reducing bycatch
Thai Union, the world’s third-largest seafood company, celebrated the one-year anniversary 
of our partnership this year. During this time, the company has taken concrete steps and 
made ambitious new commitments to reduce bycatch in its supply chain. 

It began with a bycatch audit, conducted by SFP with Birdlife International and Whale 
and Dolphin Conservation, that identified the risks to sharks, seabirds, turtles, and other 
marine wildlife in Thai Union’s source fisheries. This was accompanied by an analysis by 
Key Traceability of Thai Union’s tuna fishery improvement projects and in the highest risk 
fisheries identified in the audit.

In March 2023, Thai Union made the commitment to only source from vessels that are 
implementing best practices to protect ocean wildlife from bycatch and reiterated its 
commitment to 100-percent observer coverage (human or electronic) on tuna vessels. 

This unprecedented commitment creates a new level of ambition for the seafood industry. 
The commitment is based on the results of the analyses of its supply chain and research 
by SFP’s Protecting Ocean Wildlife team on the bycatch threats from longline fishing in 
commercial tuna fisheries.

Thai Union took its commitment a step further in April 2023, becoming the inaugural signer of 
SFP’s Protecting Ocean Wildlife Pledge. Companies that sign the pledge commit to reduce 
bycatch of vulnerable marine wildlife in commercial fisheries through adoption of best 
practices and continuous supply chain improvements.

In addition to expanding its own commitments and standards, Thai Union is now using its 
status as one of the world’s largest producers of shelf-stable tuna to call on other companies 
and seafood industry stakeholders to make similar commitments. 
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Kickstarting industry action:
Purina Europe and the Bycatch Solutions Hub
The Bycatch Solutions Hub was created with generous founding sponsorship from longtime 
SFP partner Purina Europe, which was seeking a tool to connect major buyers of seafood 
that wanted to support bycatch innovations with projects and efforts that needed funding. 
Beyond just sponsorship, Purina Europe was actively involved in the development of the site, 
working alongside SFP for months on the design and functionality of the Hub.  

Supporting gear innovation on the water:
Publix Super Markets
Longtime SFP partner Publix Super Markets is financially supporting gear innovation and the 
adoption of electronic monitoring in fisheries identified as high risk in its bycatch audit. Publix 
worked with SFP to purchase ropeless lobster traps and donate them to the Northeast Fisheries 
Science Center gear library, which provides the gear free of charge to fishers to test on their 
vessels. The company also provided funding to equip three fishing boats in its supply chain with 
cameras and monitoring equipment to collect data on the effectiveness of bycatch mitigation 
practices in mahi-mahi, swordfish, and yellowfin tuna fisheries in Costa Rica and Panama. 

An expanded commitment to biodiversity and nature
In 2023, Kathryn Novak, formerly our Global Markets Director, took on the role of the first 
Biodiversity and Nature Director, leading a new portfolio of SFP initiatives and activities to 
protect marine biodiversity and wildlife. 
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SFP is a leader in the science of aquaculture. 
We are developing a new “landscape-based” 

approach to regenerate (protect and 
enhance) aquaculture ecosystems by 

improving policy and management 
across whole jurisdictions and actors. 
This is necessary to effectively address 
climate change and the cumulative 
impacts of aquaculture, and to restore 
habitat, improve water quality, and 
protect coastal communities. 

SFP’s new research finds that a 
landscape-level approach to 
shrimp farming can contribute to 
the conservation and regeneration 
of mangrove forests, capturing the 

wealth of ecosystem services that 
mangroves provide. The research also 

shows that both abandoned and active 
aquaculture ponds are providing 

the setting for mangrove recovery 
and regeneration. This presents a huge 

opportunity for the farmed shrimp industry 
to help bring back lost mangrove habitat.

PROMOTING
SUSTAINABLE
AQUACULTURE   
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We promote and support the establishment of  
landscape-scale aquaculture improvement projects 
(AIPs), multi-stakeholder efforts to address environmental 
challenges in aquaculture production. AIPs leverage the 
influence of the seafood sector to incentivize improvement 
and make these improvements endure through policy 
change. Our work is focused on government policies 
and management requiring  sustainable practices at the 
landscape level.

     We are working closely with the Aquaculture Stewardship Council  
     (ASC) to bring stakeholders and supply chain actors together to drive       
     improvements across whole landscapes through regional-level  
     aquaculture improvement projects (AIPs). 

     The UN Food and Agriculture Organization published a guide to  
     aquaculture improvement projects (AIPs), authored by SFP     
     Aquaculture Information Manager Paul Bulcock, highlighting  
     SFP’s landscape approach to AIPs, the relationship between AIPs and  
     farm-level certification standards, and the role the private sector  
     can play in driving change.

     A three-part webinar series, co-hosted by SFP and our Asian Farmed  
     Shrimp Supply Chain Roundtable, shared learnings from ten years of  
     developing aquaculture improvement projects (AIPs). Topics included  
     why farm certification is not enough, how to get started with AIPs  
     and landscape management, and how AIPs can increase supply chain   
     traceability.

Supporting mangrove 
regeneration through 
coastal shrimp farms 

To help the farmed shrimp 
industry more effectively identify 
and protect mangrove habitat, 
SFP and Longline Environment 
developed a mapping tool to 
show where shrimp farming 
is located within or adjacent 
to mangrove habitat in India, 
Indonesia, Thailand, and Vietnam.
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Aquaculture Stewardship Council/ISEAL Innovations Fund
BAND Foundation
Binnacle Fund of the Tides Foundation
Certification and Ratings Collaboration
John Ellerman Foundation
The Global Environment Facility (GEF)
Multiplier
Oceans 5
The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
United States Agency for International Development (USAID)
University of Rhode Island Coastal Resources Center
Walmart Foundation
Walton Family Foundation
The Waterloo Foundation

2022 DONORS
AND FUNDERS
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SFP works toward a future where all seafood worldwide is 
sustainable and ocean ecosystems are thriving. But we can’t do 
it alone. We have long benefited from the generous support of 
private foundations and international development agencies, all 
with an eye toward a sustainable future. 

As a registered nonprofit, our success depends on like-minded 
individuals. If you or your organization are interested in 
contributing to our work, contact SFP at info@sustainablefish.org.

BECOME AN
SFP SUPPORTER
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Under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), restricted contributions are generally reported as revenue when received, and these revenues 
may be used to fund expenses for future periods. As shown in the table below, revenues received in 2020 were used to fund 2021 and 2022 expenses.

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
Revenues 8,135,760 7,616,735 9,218,676 7,333,769 7,260,031

Expenses 7,333,892 7,712,357 7,563,297 7,519,228 8,269,279



SUPPORT AND REVENUE WITHOUT DONOR RESTRICTIONS WITH DONOR RESTRICTIONS TOTAL

  Foundation and government grants       $318,750        $5,038,282        $5,357,032

  Corporate grants and sponsorships         919,160            430,107          1,349,267

  Contracts         453,730                -             453,730

  Contributed services           93,568                -                93,568

  Other contributions              5,856                -                   5,856

  Registration fees and other income                 578                -                      578

  Net assets released from restrictions

     Expiration of time restrictions      1,264,531    (1,264,531)                  -

     Satisfaction of purpose restrictions      5,209,069    (5,209,069)                  -

          Total support and revenue      8,265,242        (1,005,211)         7,260,031

EXPENSES

  Program services      6,518,806                -         6,518,806

  Supporting services

     Management and general      1,552,648                -         1,552,648

     Fundraising         197,825                -             197,825

          Total expenses      8,269,279                -        8,269,279

          Change in net assets            (4,037)        (1,005,211)      (1,009,248)

NET ASSETS

  Beginning of fiscal year      1,831,301          4,686,810         6,518,111

  End of fiscal year   $1,827,264        $3,681,599       $5,508,863

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES Year Ended 
December 31, 2022
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LEADERSHIP 

Jim Cannon
Chief Executive Officer

Sari Surjadi
Chief of Staff

Andrei Klimenko
Chief Operating Officer

Blake Lee-Harwood
Chief Programs Officer

Enrique Alonso
Global Fisheries Director

Kathryn Novak
Biodiversity and Nature Director

Ian Rolmanis
Global Markets Director

Courtney Sakai
Marketing and Communications Director

Braddock Spear
Global Policy Director

STAFF
Aneita Ahuna
Patricia Amorim
Rebeca Andong
Miguel Andreu 
Dessy Anggraeni
Muhammad Annas
Martin Bello 
Mariana Bock
Agus Budhiman
Paul Bulcock
Charles Burg
Rahmat Dani
Eka Darma
Christina Wurschy Davies
Katie Mihalik Duane
Yohanes Ekodono
Teddy Escarabay
Pedro Ferreiro
Amalia Firman
Anna Gabis
Rose Gladstein
Carmen González-Vallés 
Renato Gozzer
Annie Haylon
Christie Hendrich
Christo Hutabarat
Nur Indah
Aisla Jones
Wilis Juharini

Dorothy Li
Indrani Lutchman
Janean Magers
Charlotte Maiden
Kristina Marchu
David Martin
Marina Mendes
Mercedes Mendoza
Alexia Morgan
Ananta Murti
Tita Nopitawati
Merul Patel
Irham Rapy
Miguel Ruano
Jesika Ruslim
Heather Sadusky
Jillian Samuel
Christiane Schmidt
Susana Segurado
Chantel Semitara
Dearg Stobie
Jenna Stoner
Amy Sweeting
Mio Uchida
Pedro Veiga
Amber Von Harten
Megan Westmeyer
Putu Widyastuti
Chisa Woodley

SFP TEAM This list includes staff of SFP from January 1, 2022, to August 1, 2023.
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Juan Alfaro
Rodrigo Ivan Calderon Astete
Matthew Cieri 
DB Fish Consultancy Ltd/Doug Beveridge
Allwyn D’Costa 
Juan Manuel Garcia Caudillo
Josette Emlen Genio
Ivan Danilo Gomez Ore
Hugh Govan
Anton Immink/ThinkAqua
Marizka Juliano
Rolando Labrana
Gayatri Lilley/Yayasan Alam Indonesia Lestari (LINI)
Ivia Martinez
Manuel Martinez
Diego Orellana
Verónica Patricia Moreno Riofrío
Elena Piana
Karl Pregon
Milagros Rojas Perea
Jonathan Eduardo Pincay Espinoza
Piero Rojas
Stefany Rojas
Phillip Sanchez
Erin Skoczylas
Geoff Tingley/Gingerfish Ltd. 
Ruben Roa Ureta
David Villegas Rios 
Rosa Vinatea

Jacqueline Weeks 
Rodrigo Wiff 
Danica Williams 
Tania Woodcock/On the Line Consulting

CONTRIBUTORS This list includes consultants 
to SFP from January 1, 2022,  
to August 1, 2023.
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Jean-Louis Meuric 
Chair
Dieppe, France 

Dr. Catherine Dorey 
Vice Chair
Sydney, Australia

Manish Kumar 
Treasurer
Munhall, Pennsylvania, United States

Ed Rhodes 
Secretary
Cudjoe Key, Florida, United States

Jim Cannon
CEO & Assistant Secretary
Honolulu, Hawaii, United States

Dr. Susanna Fuller
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

Andrew Hudson
Kufstein, Austria

Aoife Martin
Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom

Cristina Rumbaitis del Rio
Iwerne Minster, England, United Kingdom

Bambi Semroc
Arlington, Virginia, United States

Andrew Yanagihara
Tokyo, Japan

SFP BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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Follow us:

For more information, please contact us at
info@sustainablefish.org  |  +1 808 726 2582

4348 Waialae Avenue, Suite 692
Honolulu, HI 96816
United States 
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